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### Byzantine Musical Symbols

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1D00</th>
<th>1D01</th>
<th>1D02</th>
<th>1D03</th>
<th>1D04</th>
<th>1D05</th>
<th>1D06</th>
<th>1D07</th>
<th>1D08</th>
<th>1D09</th>
<th>1D0A</th>
<th>1D0B</th>
<th>1D0C</th>
<th>1D0D</th>
<th>1D0E</th>
<th>1D0F</th>
</tr>
</thead>
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Prosodies (Prosodies)
These three characters are not actually attested in musical contexts.
1D000 ː BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL PSIILI EKFONTITIKA
1D001 ː BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL OXIEIA DIPLI EKFONTITIKA
1D002 ː BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL KATHISTI EKFONTITIKA
1D003 ː BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL PARAKLITIKI EKFONTITIKA
1D004 ː BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL SYRMATIKI EKFONTITIKA
1D005 ː BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL VAREIA DASEIA EKFONTITIKA
1D006 ː BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL OXIEIA APESO EKFONTITIKA
1D007 ː BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL KATHISTI EKFONTITIKA
1D008 ː BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL PARAKLITIKI EKFONTITIKA
1D009 ː BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL SYRMATIKI EKFONTITIKA
1D010 ː BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL APOSTROFOS DIPLI EKFONTITIKA
1D011 ː BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL PARAKLITIKI EKFONTITIKA
1D012 ː BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL APOSTROFOS DIPLI EKFONTITIKA
1D013 ː BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL SYNEVMA EKFONTITIKA
1D014 ː BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL THITA EKFONTITIKA

Ekfonetika
1D000 ː BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL PSIILI EKFONTITIKA
1D001 ː BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL OXIEIA DIPLI EKFONTITIKA
1D002 ː BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL KATHISTI EKFONTITIKA
1D003 ː BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL PARAKLITIKI EKFONTITIKA
1D004 ː BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL SYRMATIKI EKFONTITIKA
1D005 ː BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL VAREIA DASEIA EKFONTITIKA
1D006 ː BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL OXIEIA APESO EKFONTITIKA
1D007 ː BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL KATHISTI EKFONTITIKA
1D008 ː BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL PARAKLITIKI EKFONTITIKA
1D009 ː BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL SYRMATIKI EKFONTITIKA
1D010 ː BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL APOSTROFOS DIPLI EKFONTITIKA
1D011 ː BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL PARAKLITIKI EKFONTITIKA
1D012 ː BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL APOSTROFOS DIPLI EKFONTITIKA
1D013 ː BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL SYNEVMA EKFONTITIKA
1D014 ː BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL THITA EKFONTITIKA

Melodimata (Melodics)
1D000 ː BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL PSIILI EKFONTITIKA
1D001 ː BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL OXIEIA DIPLI EKFONTITIKA
1D002 ː BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL KATHISTI EKFONTITIKA
1D003 ː BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL PARAKLITIKI EKFONTITIKA
1D004 ː BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL SYRMATIKI EKFONTITIKA
1D005 ː BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL VAREIA DASEIA EKFONTITIKA
1D006 ː BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL OXIEIA APESO EKFONTITIKA
1D007 ː BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL KATHISTI EKFONTITIKA
1D008 ː BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL PARAKLITIKI EKFONTITIKA
1D009 ː BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL SYRMATIKI EKFONTITIKA
1D010 ː BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL APOSTROFOS DIPLI EKFONTITIKA
1D011 ː BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL PARAKLITIKI EKFONTITIKA
1D012 ː BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL APOSTROFOS DIPLI EKFONTITIKA
1D013 ː BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL SYNEVMA EKFONTITIKA
1D014 ː BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL THITA EKFONTITIKA

Fontikta (Vocals)
1D000 ː BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL PSIILI EKFONTITIKA
1D001 ː BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL OXIEIA DIPLI EKFONTITIKA
1D002 ː BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL KATHISTI EKFONTITIKA
1D003 ː BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL PARAKLITIKI EKFONTITIKA
1D004 ː BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL SYRMATIKI EKFONTITIKA
1D005 ː BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL VAREIA DASEIA EKFONTITIKA
1D006 ː BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL OXIEIA APESO EKFONTITIKA
1D007 ː BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL KATHISTI EKFONTITIKA
1D008 ː BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL PARAKLITIKI EKFONTITIKA
1D009 ː BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL SYRMATIKI EKFONTITIKA
1D010 ː BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL APOSTROFOS DIPLI EKFONTITIKA
1D011 ː BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL PARAKLITIKI EKFONTITIKA
1D012 ː BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL APOSTROFOS DIPLI EKFONTITIKA
1D013 ː BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL SYNEVMA EKFONTITIKA
1D014 ː BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL THITA EKFONTITIKA
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Afona or Ypostaseis (Mutes or Hypostases)

1D055  ₱ BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL ELAFRON
1D056  ₱ BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL CHAMI LI

Argies (Retards)

1D07F  ₱ BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL KLASMA ANO
1D080  ₱ BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL DIPLI
       ARCHAION
1D081  ₱ BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL KRATIMA
       ARCHAION
1D082  ₱ BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL KRATIMA ALLO
1D083  ₱ BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL KRATIMA NEO
1D084  ₱ BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL APODERMA
       NEO
1D085  ₱ BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL APLI
1D086  ₱ BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL DIPLI
1D087  ₱ BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL TRIPLI
1D088  ₱ BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL TETRAPL I
1D089  ₱ BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL KORONIS

Leimmata or Siopes (Leimmas or Silencers)

1D08A  ₱ BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL LEIMMA ENOS
       CHRONOU
1D08B  ₱ BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL LEIMMA DYO
       CHRONON
1D08C  ₱ BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL LEIMMA TRION
       CHRONON
1D08D  ₱ BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL LEIMMA
       TESSARON CHRONON
1D08E  ₱ BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL LEIMMA
       IMISEOS CHRONOU

Synagmata or Gorgottes (Synagmas or Quickeners)

1D08F  ₱ BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL GORGON NEO
       ANO
1D090  ₱ BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL GORGON
       PARESTIGEMON ARISTA RHE
1D091  ₱ BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL GORGON
       PARESTIGEMON DEXIA
1D092  ₱ BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL DIGORGON
1D093  ₱ BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL DIGORGON
       PARESTIGEMON ARISTE KATOE
1D094  ₱ BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL DIGORGON
       PARESTIGEMON ARISTE ANOE
1D095  ₱ BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL DIGORGON
       PARESTIGEMON DEXIA
1D096  ₱ BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL TRIGORGON
1D097  ₱ BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL ARGON
1D098  ₱ BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL IMIDIARGON
  • called diargon by some authorities
1D099  ₱ BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL DIARGON
    • called triargon by some authorities

Agogika (Conduits)

Glyphs shown for conduits reflect Greek practice, with chi as
the base letter; different national traditions use glyphs with
different base letters.

1D09A  ₱ BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL AGOGI POLI
       ARGI
1D09B  ₱ BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL AGOGI
       ARGORITHER
1D09C  ₱ BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL AGOGI ARGI
1D09D  ₱ BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL AGOGI METRIA
1D09E  ₱ BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL AGOGI MESI
1D09F  ₱ BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL AGOGI GORG
1D0A0  ₱ BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL AGOGI
       GORGOTHERI
1D0A1  ₱ BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL AGOGI POLI
       GORG
Ichimata and Martyrika (Ichimas and Evidentials)

Ichimata and Martyrika (Ichimas and Evidentials)

Fthores (Destroyers)

Fthores (Destroyers)

Alloioseis (Differentiators)

Alloioseis (Differentiators)

Rythmika (Rhythmics)

Rythmika (Rhythmics)
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Grammata (Letters)
The first three characters are not actually attested in musical contexts.

Specials